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I am fascinated by human nature. And human nature can tell us so much about negotiation.
Human beings are creatures of habit and our behaviour is often predictable, hence the
growth in behavioural economics - a method of economic analysis that applies
psychological insights to human behaviour to explain the decisions we make.
Let’s consider our behaviour when it comes to spending our hard earned cash…
A recent ruling by the UK Advertising Standards Authority has banned secondary ticketing
agencies (such as Viagogo and StubHub) from listing an initial price but then adding heavy
fees at the end of the buying process. The ASA’s Chief Executive, Guy Parker said, “Many of
us will recognise the frustration of being happy with the initial price of tickets only to be
stung by hefty fees when we come to book.”
It’s the same feeling we get when booking low-cost airline tickets. Indeed, just recently I
read that travel company Megabus has been banned in the UK from using ads promising £1
seats, after the company admitted as little as one seat per bus was available at that price.
The message from the ASA is simple and clear:
‘The price you see at the start should be the price you pay at the end.’
What is more interesting for me is the consumer behaviour research that lies behind this

decision. As Guy Parker explains, “Human beings anchor on the first price we see. Then
do not adjust enough for charges added later in the customer journey. So, the first price
really matters because we get committed to the buying process. As we get to the point where
we are invited to press ‘buy’, and we see there are these additional fees, we are less likely to
bail out and shop around.”
Consumer research consistently shows that this anchoring bias does affect us, and we make
sub-optimal or irrational decisions because of it (Kahneman and Tversky (1974), Judgment
Under Uncertainty: Heuristics And Biases).
Anchoring is a cognitive bias that describes the human tendency to rely too heavily on the
first piece of information offered (the "anchor") when making decisions. All subsequent
judgements are based on this initial piece of information.
We are subject to this bias all the time. Let’s take a look at some examples:
• Buying a car. The classic example is the process buyers go through when they buy a
car having seen the windscreen price. Do buyers tell people about the money they saved
or the bad deal they have done? Of course, they focus on the money they’ve saved,
having been anchored on the initial windscreen price. “Let me tell you about the great
deal I negotiated, I managed to get $2,000 off the price!”
• Black Friday. The hype around Black Friday operates on little more than anchoring.
The sense of excitement we get from the deals is based on the adverts that tell us the
everyday price on which we become anchored.
• Gasoline prices. Just think about the psychological process we all go through in an
inflationary market. When the price of gasoline in the United States moved up from
about $1.85 a gallon towards $3 a gallon, consumers accustomed to paying less than $2
were understandably very negative about the price increases. When prices settled above
the $3 price band the psychological anchors were reset at this price. So as soon as the
price dropped to $2.50 consumers were, to a level, content. $2.50 became the new
normal.

How often do we see prices rise (gasoline, electricity, food) to new highs before settling to a
lower level? Does this happen by accident or by design? Next time it happens, ask yourself
the question: Have I been influenced by the anchor? And here’s the rub, even though the
rational part of us knows it’s irrelevant, it’s hard from a psychological perspective to not
become fixated on the highest price. It’s difficult to avoid. We are only human after all!
So what does this mean for negotiation?
Few tactics in negotiation are as powerful and effective as anchoring. Here are some ways to
use it to your advantage:
1. Get your proposal on the table first. This can help to shift the control of the
negotiation in your favour as your initial proposal becomes the anchor from which
the negotiation develops. You have first mover advantage as the initial figure is
likely to have more impact than any others that follow.
This can be particularly effective in uncertain markets - the greater the uncertainty
over the value, the greater the impact of an anchor. It’s worth considering the
research that Adam Galinsky of Columbia University found in salary negotiations
that high anchors draw attention to positive qualities, while low anchors draw
attention to negative qualities. With interview candidates who had a high salary the
interviewers would be drawn to find reasons why this candidate was worth a high
salary (‘they must be worth it’); whereas for candidates with low salaries the
opposite was the case. This is our confirmation bias at work. In a market where
values are uncertain we will anchor ourselves on a figure and seek to find reasons to
believe it.
2. Get the other party to talk your number. The more your counterpart talks
about your position, the more credibility your number will have and the more they
will anchor upon it.
3. Be prepared to move from your anchor. Often an anchor will be aspirational
and used to ‘change the playing field’. Recognise that to get to a deal you are likely to
have to move. Just make sure that when you do move it is from your anchor

position, not from theirs!
4. But move reluctantly. If you use an extreme anchor it can be uncomfortable – so
from this position you need to create credibility. If you don’t have belief in your
figure, you can be sure that they won’t either so, you need to show some ‘nerve’,
don’t move too easily and when you do so, move reluctantly.
How To Counter Anchoring in Negotiation
1. Flinch. Dismiss their anchor forcefully and make it clear that this is not something
that you can countenance. ‘We are miles apart on our aspirations’, ‘Your
expectations are simply not realistic’.
2. Counter with your own anchor. The best way to beat a proposal is to make a
proposal
3. Set a clear breakpoint for yourself. Setting a clear walkway position acts as a
psychological anchor against yourself. But be careful not to get anchored on your
own breakpoint! Always focus on their breakpoint.
4. Preparation and research. Understand previous deals, obtain more market
information, establish some measurement criteria, develop some alternative options
– BATNAs. The more information you know the more powerful you will be. Know
the market – if you know more about the market then they will have difficultly in
anchoring their position. Anchors work less well as the uncertainty in the market is
reduced.
5. Ask questions. Explore their motivations, interests, concerns and understand any
risks. ‘Your position seems at odds with the market, give me a breakdown of how
you get to this position?’ Be careful not to get anchored on their position.
Other Considerations
1. In established markets where there is objective data to calculate value…
be careful of using an extreme anchor. This can undermine your position.

2. In long term collaborative relationships…if people perceive that you are
‘trying it on’ this can harm the relationship. They may take personal offence, you
may lose their respect and even trust.
3. If they have BATNAs…in a market where your counter party has alternative
options be wary of trying to anchor too far from the rest of the market
4. Use the law of legitimacy or law of authority to strengthen your anchor.
Human nature is human nature. By understanding more about psychology, a skilled
negotiator can use this to their advantage. They can also improve their ability to make
rational decisions when the pressure is at its greatest and not be victim to these biases. The
anchoring bias is one of the most powerful tools to master. The question is, are you using it
to your advantage, or are you being used by it?

